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For architects, builders and building owners across 

the U.S., Airolite provides innovative, effective product 

solutions that make a unique visual statement while 

performing critical building functions. We call it,  

“The look that works.”

Our products ventilate, illuminate, reduce glare, prevent 

water penetration, save energy, provide visual screens 

and add security to new and renovated buildings — 

while making a stunning first impression. Our company 

is an innovative leader in architectural louvers, high-

performance grilles, screens and sun controls. All 

Airolite products are assembled in America to your 

unique design, whether based on existing product 

platforms or new product development.

The Company that works, delivering the look that works.

First Federal Financial Center,  Myrtle Beach, South Carolina

SUN CONTROLS Airolite products are designed, engineered, assembled 
and manufactured in the U.S. with components  

from U.S. and global suppliers.



The American work ethic thrives at our Schofield, 

WI, manufacturing headquarters. Here, pride in 

workmanship is more than a valued tradition; it is a 

tangible factor in delivering products that perform as 

designed, on schedule and within budget. Product 

quality and operational excellence have made Airolite a 

model in our industry.

Communication-Based 
Manufacturing
There is no production line mentality at Airolite. On our 

shop floor, welders, cutters, shapers and assemblers 

understand the interrelation of their tasks and skills, 

and they collaborate to ensure that the end product 

reflects their shared ownership of its creation. 

Empowered Employees
Any employee in our plant can call for a “pit stop” 

to address an issue related to process, product  

quality, productivity or other concern. Constant 

awareness, equal involvement and responsibility  

ensure extraordinary levels of efficiency, quality  

and customer service.

Expert Builders
At Airolite, workmanship means more than physical 

and technical skills; it even means more than “best 

built.” In our industry, true workmanship entails an 

intrinsic knowledge of product function, performance 

requirements and integration at the project site. 

Ensured Performance
Airolite product performance is proven in our own  

state-of-the-art test facilities and independently 

certified by AMCA. Robust evaluation protocols verify 

performance related to air pressure, wind-driven rain, 

hurricane-level impact resistance and other parameters 

to ensure aesthetic and functional performance for the 

building’s full lifecycle.  

Workmanship Partnership

Airolite — We’re An American Brand
Leadership

Airolite sustains its position in the industry through a focus 

on effective working relationships where close collaboration 

results in better products and better projects. These 

partnerships include customers, representatives, vendors 

and employees.

Collaboration
At Airolite headquarters, hardly a day goes by without 

engineers and plant employees meeting to discuss particular 

products and processes. This direct design-manufacture link 

is vital in solving challenges, creating innovations and saving 

time and money. 

Forging Strong Links
Open interaction between our authorized representatives, 

project managers, design/manufacture team, contractors 

and end users results in uncommon responsiveness and 

agility to keep project schedules on track, and finding timely 

solutions to challenges in planning, production or on site. 

Leveraging Synergy 
Airolite maintains exceptional relationships with nearby 

extruders, finishers and mechanical manufacturers. These 

strong ties support a virtually seamless process that brings 

products to projects on schedule and as designed.

Your Home Team
Unlike other manufacturers, U.S.-based Airolite design 

assistance personnel, sales representatives and customer 

support staff provide responsive service on a timely basis  

for customers across the country. Our doors stand open, 

and no passport is needed to visit — regularly, we play  

host to colleagues and customers at our headquarters  

in Schofield, WI, offering valuable educational opportunities 

and an avenue to exchange input, insight, questions  

and answers. 

Focus on Priorities
Mistakes can happen — improper specs, shipping 

damage, production error — but, as a trusted  

partner, Airolite’s first priority is to do what’s  

needed to keep the project on track. Then,  

instead of fixing blame, we work to fix the  

problem. This commitment to the needs  

of the customer and project has cemented  

many long-term relationships. 

Since 1919, the Airolite name has been associated with 

prestigious building projects across the U.S. Today,  

many American architects often specify Airolite louvers, 

sun controls and grilles because they value the high quality 

craftsmanship, product knowledge and customer service 

that helped us establish such prominence on the American 

architectural landscape.

Industry Leaders
Airolite has maintained long-standing affiliations and 

occupies leadership roles with organizations that set 

industry standards for product quality and best practices, 

including AMCA, AIA, ASHRAE and others. As such, we 

stand at the forefront in the development of new industry 

guidelines and solutions. 

The Company We Keep
Airolite operates within a world-leading network of providers 

serving the construction industry. With shared technologies, 

resources, relationships and expertise, we are able to 

address virtually any architectural project need. 

Unequaled Ability
In terms of manufacturing capabilities, no competitor  

can match our flexibility and agility to adjust to customers’ 

special needs, our organizational excellence that ensures 

quick turnaround, or our proprietary machine capabilities. 

Leading by Example
Leadership is more than a position; it’s a mindset. Our 

commitment to customer service, new processes to improve 

product quality and highest level of manufacturing efficiency 

consistently redefine what value means in our industry.

Texas State University - San Marcos
Spec Street Parking Garage
San Marcos, Texas
GRILLES
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